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Exact Data ConsumerBase Releases New Mailing List of Business Opportunity
Seekers

Managed List Broker hygienes B2B marketing data.

Chicago, Illinois (PRWEB) October 08, 2013 -- Exact Data ConsumerBase, a mailing list provider to marketing
agencies and small businesses alike, has recently revamped its entire Business Opportunity Seeker Mailing List
Database.

Business Opp Seekers tend to be looking for ways to make money online in their off hours. The idea of doing
an online seminar or starting an affiliate marketing site intrigues this target audience.

All lists on ConsumerBase are 100% customize-able to fit your specific needs. A few of their business
opportunity seeker lists include:
- Biz Opportunity Seekers
- African American Business Opportunity Seekers
- Active Job Opportunity Seekers

This "revamp" includes both NCOA (National Change of Address) processing to ensure that all postal records
are still valid and the recipient hasn't moved out, and CASS certification.

Exact Data ConsumerBase provides data for all types of direct marketing campaigns:
- Email Lists (and email marketing deployments)
- Postal Lists
- Phone Lists

With over 10 years' experience and top-quality data hygiene processes, Exact Data ConsumerBase provides the
highest quality lead lists at an affordable cost.

Target by geography, income, marital status and more. The company provides hundreds of selects and filters to
improve your response rates, increase sales, and lower the cost of your campaign, by getting your mail, emails
and phone calls to the right people.

Anyone interested in receiving more information on a list may call, email info(at)consumerbase.com, call (877)
793-1801, or visit their website at www.consumerbase.com
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Contact Information
Travis Wittenburg
Exact Data ConsumerBase
http://www.consumerbase.com/index.html
+1 8777931801

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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